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Challenges

Actions

Lessons Learned

Impacts



• 65% of US Seafood 
Expenditures Away-From-
Home (Love et al. 2020)

• Restaurant sales fell as 
much as 55% (April)

• By end of July, still down 
20%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although I’m not going to dwell directly on impacts, suffice it to say that 65% of US seafood expenditures are for away-from-home sales, so the huge drop in restaurant spending down about 55% in April and still 20% below recent pre-CovidSome sectors, like the recently developed oyster aquaculture sector were particularly hard hit.



Analogy: Like 
A Cat-5 
Hurricane in 
Slow Motion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we’re used to conducting rapid assessment of fishing industry damage from disasters like hurricanes on the east and Gulf Coasts of the US



Socioeconomic information needs on different 
time scales

NOW
• Immediate Relief

• Baseline
• CARES Act Distributions 

$300M

MONTHS
• What’s The Right Amount of 

Funding?

YEARS
• Policy Response



Calculate 
Baselines

Industry 
Snapshots

Scenarios Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first three, baselines, snapshots and scenarios are what we have underway and I’ll address briefly here in my remaining time.



Coronavirus Aid, Relief and 
Economic Security (CARES Act)

• Signed into law March 27, 2020
• $2+ trillion economic stability package

• Section 1205 – Assistance to Fishery Participants 
• ($300 Million)

• Some general provisions accessible to 
fishing/seafood industry

• Paycheck protection
• Unemployment
• Pandemic unemployment for independent 

contactors (e.g., fishing crew)

• National Sea Grant Law Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The immediate need for a baseline analysis came from the CARES Act. There were many provisions that were general and thank goodness the National Sea Grant Law Center mobilized to provide guidance on the various provisions through fact sheets and seminars. Sea Grant is a Federal/State/University partnership to conduct research and extend that research on coastal marine issues. Using the Sea Grant Extension network, sound advice could provided to impacted industries at a State level. Section 1205 provided NOAA with $300 million to distribute specifically to help the fishing/seafood industry. This required prompt action to determine a baseline in which impacted industries could get measured against in terms of revenue declines. 



Multiple Sectors in Multiple Regions

COVID-19 Impacts

Seafood

Capture

Tribal

Aquaculture

Processing Imports 
(value-added)

Recreational

For Hire Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this was a big data lift in and of itself. While we monitor quota managed fisheries in near real time, we do not have the level of monitoring of markets that the EU does through EUMOFA. 



Snapshots

Intended to be more representative than media and industry reports

Formal surveys (where pre-authorized)

Key stakeholder interviews elsewhere

Sea Grant conducted aquaculture survey



Scenarios

Built on baseline data collection

• Then (March)
• No data, just news reports
• National model
• Guesses on evolution of impacts

• Severity?
• Time till normal?

• Now (September)
• Actual landings and revenue data in 

some fisheries
• Observed impacts
• Educated guesses on severity



Challenges & 
Lessons 
Learned

• Differing Needs
• CARES Act Industry Relief
• Informing Leaders

• Need: Systematic, representative measure of 
impacts

• Have: Media and industry reports
• Economic data lag, varied
• Assessing the damage while the “hurricane” 

is still going on
• Bureaucracy
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